A leading consumer goods manufacturer utilizes Sales Cloud to gain a
360-degree view of their dealer network
The client is a leading manufacturer of window coverings and architectural products. Their
strength is in their ability to develop innovative, high quality, proprietary products that can
be found in millions of homes and commercial buildings around the globe. They operate as

Industry
Engineering and Construction

a highly decentralized, global federation of small and medium-sized companies that
manufacture and market similar products.

Products & Services
Oracle Sales Cloud

CHALLENGES

Implementation Partner
CRMIT Solutions



360-degree view of dealers and their orders



Need for a single platform that enables sales process automation, planning,
productivity & performance management along with a platform which would make
customer on-boarding easier.



Access to data via desktop while offline& ability to synchronize calendar between the
Outlook, CRM & sales user devices.



Unified data model to integrate information across departments.



Tools to collect customer data through various touch points.

SOLUTION
“With Oracle Sales Cloud,
our business now is centralized
and well integrated”.



Integration of Outlook and Sales Cloud Mobile with Oracle Sales Cloud to make sure
time spent on system is reduced



Enhanced analytics for improved decision-making



Integration of Outlook and Sales Cloud Mobile with Sales Cloud makes sure that time
spent on system is significantly lowered.

BENEFITS


Centralized repository for a 360 degree view of their dealers (segmentation with key
contacts, their roles, and commercial information like leads, opportunities & interaction
history) and their order management.



Sales performance management enabled sales team on-boarding easier and quicker.



Reduction in manual effort of duplicate data entries, thus resulting in minimal errors.



Enabled sales reps to get access to all the essential sales functionalities & critical
information even while being offline and manage multiple tasks within a short time
frame.



Facilitate the customer to adopt transformational SMAC technologies to recognize
industry challenges and gain competitive advantage with minimal IT footprint.
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